
 

 

 

 

Read the passage and answer the true false questions:  

 
A sad memory 

When I was very young, I had a teddy bear. His name was Bruno and he 

only had one eye. I took Bruno everywhere with me! 

One summer; my family went on holiday to the beach. We played in the 

sand and swam in the sea. I put Bruno on a rock next to the sea so I could 

see him. When we left the beach, I forgot Bruno. I didn’t sleep because I 

was very sad! 

The next day, my father went to look for Bruno at the beach, but he 

couldn’t find him anywhere. I remember I felt sad and even now I miss 

Bruno.  

 

Read and put True or False: 
 

1.The name of teddy bear was Jack.                          (             ) 
2. The family went to the beach last summer.                (             ) 

3. The boy put Bruno on the sand.                             (             ) 
4. The boy was very happy because he lost Bruno.           (             ) 

5. His dad couldn’t find Bruno.                                 (             ) 
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Choose the correct answer: 

 
1.----- there many people on the camping trip last weekend? 
was                              were                             are 

 

2. -----my grandmother on the camping trip last weekend?  
was                              were                              is 
 

3.---------there dunes on the last camping trip?  

are                              were                              was 

4. I ------------find my pencils colors last night. 
can                              can’t                              couldn’t 

 

5. My baby brother ----------climb the tree when he was eight years 
old.  
can’t                            could                              couldn’t 

 

6. I -------------ride the bike when I was four years old. 
 

could                            couldn’t                            can 
 

7. My father------------to alhayer forest last week. 
drive                            drove                             driven 

 

8. My mother-----------delicious food from the restaurant last night. 
brought                        bring                              bringing  

 

9. We---------- in tents in our last camping trip. 
sleep                           sleeping                           slept 
 

10. I ----------sad when I lost my favourite toy at the park. 

feel                            feeling                            felt  
 

 

marks------/5 



Write two sentences about either a happy memory or sad 

memory, the following words might help you, start with 

capital letter, leave space and use punctuation:  

when I was ----years old, I could/ couldn’t 

I felt--- 

excited- very happy 

Sad memory- proud- because.  
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